


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Chunky Dungeons $15.00 
 
This landmark release represents the perfect solution for 1.5-inch based miniatures. If you have a 
set of 1.5” based minis in need of a dungeon, Chunky Dungeons is the ultimate solution for you! 
 
Chunky Dungeons incorporates WorldWorks Pro MasterboardTM. The Pro MasterboardTM design 
allows you to build as you play, only laying out walls and ground tiles as your players see them. 
Perhaps the most incredible element of the Pro MasterboardTM is the ability to place and stick 
your models making them unmovable even with the most forceful table bumping. Using the 
techniques described in detail within Chunky Dungeons you can literally flip your design upside 
down and not a single corridor or floor tile will move out of place! BELIEVE IT! 
 
 
MiniChunk $15.00 
 
Thanks to the efforts of the Kitbash guru himself Aubrey Erickson (Aleph13 on the forums) 
WorldWorks is proud to present Mini-Chunk, the complete 1-inch conversion of our original 
Chunky Dungeons set. Aubrey has scaled every portion of the original model set down to the 1-
inch base scale of your miniatures, keeping the wall heights and other dimensions the same while 
reducing the floors  to 1-inch squares and keeping everything proportionally balanced.  
 
Aubrey has even taken it a step further by including dozens of bonus items not found in the 
original release. Angled walls, simplified door designs, multiple liquid channel types and a number 
of “bashed” elements add incredible value to this model set. MiniChunk offers gamers the most 
flexible 3-D dungeon solution ever at the 1-inch standard. 
 
 
CastleWorks Ultimate $15.00 
 
Each texture in CastleWorks Ultimate has been painstakingly crafted from scratch and marks a 
new benchmark in realism for RPG models. Every detail is considered from the smallest nail to 
how a section of wood or stone might age and wear from weathering.  1” and 1.5” compatible! 
 
Design literally any style of castle as large or as small as you can imagine! From keep to palace, 
the straight and curved wall sections combine with modular towers to perfectly match your vision. 
Add hot-swappable crenellations or hoardings wherever you need them most, simply drop them 
on your wall sections and you’re ready for battle.  
 
And these models aren’t just pretty on the outside either.  Each tower section opens up to reveal 
fully-detailed interiors with removable flooring. Build your towers as short or as tall as you desire!  
 
Encounter Set $5.00 
 
Two small but exciting sets to include in your repertoire.  Hilltop Encounter is an ancient ruin that 
a passing adventure has chosen for his night's camp...knowing not what the consequences might 
be. 
 
The Sacrificial Portal is the site of terrible deeds, both past and future.  What lies beyond the 
menacing portal that looms far above the adventurers’ heads? 
 
The set also includes high-detailed grassy ground in two versions. Both come in gridless and 1" 
grid and they true-tile: set them side by side and you won't see any seams or gaps. 
 
 



 
InteriorWorks: Castles & Keeps $12.00 
Castles & Keeps features 50 unique items to help you build the castle or keep of your dreams! 
Bring a level of realism and playability to your game table that even ridiculously expensive 
alternative model systems simply cannot beat. The finely detailed and varied stone wall designs 
come in various lengths, allowing you to create virtually ANY layout imaginable.  
WorldWorks’ Clip-It system allows you to clip your wall sections together or change them around 
in a fast, painless, but good-looking manner with ordinary paper clips. Once your floor plan is 
complete, start to decorate your castle with dozens of highly detailed interior props. Slip on our 
newly designed Warp Proof Easy-Slide doors or windows wherever you need them most. Extend 
the height of your castle walls with the newly created, multi-use peaked wall sections. 
  
 
InteriorWorks: Pubs & Inns $12.00 
Pubs & Inns features over 30 unique items to help you build the pub or inn of your dreams! This 
set is so incredibly detailed that some builders simply can’t believe their eyes — and neither will 
your players. 
  
Bring a level of realism and playability to your game table that even the priciest alternative model 
systems can't beat. The finely detailed, cracked stucco walls come in various lengths allowing 
you to create virtually ANY layout imaginable. WorldWorks’ Clip-It system allows you to use 
ordinary paper clips to attach your wall sections in a fast, painless, but good-looking manner. 
Once your floor plan is complete, decorate your pub or inn with one of 30 different interior props, 
and slip on our Easy Slide doors and windows wherever you need them most. 
 
  
VillageWorks $15.00 
 
VillageWorks is the world’s first truly modular village construction kit. You don’t simply get a few 
buildings; you get the building blocks to create literally hundreds of unique building designs in one 
package and at one low price.  
 
Simply mix and match a variety of bases, second floors, roof designs and building modifiers to 
create a building of any shape and as large or as small as your heart desires. Create towering 
multi-storied buildings, sprawling estates, small hovels, longhouses, mystic guilds, shops, generic 
homes, mills, farms, bakers, churches…the list goes on and on.  
 
The only limit to the amount of buildings you can create is your imagination.  
 
 
ArenaWorks $15.00 
 
ArenaWorks is a simple, flexible and fun way to model a gladiatorial fighting arena. The front and 
rear of the terraced stand units are fully interchangeable; there are three fronts and five backs. 
There are over 80 unique items in this jam-packed set! 
  
Make your own customized dream arena, with both 90-degree and 45-degree corners. Mix and 
match for a more rounded arena shape or use the  reverse 90-degree corner to make an "L" or 
“T”-shaped arena.  
 
To access the stands, seven different stairs are provided. Stick them on any way you want! Then 
add a Grand Gate, a royal box and an altar. Send in the lions! 
 
CaveWorks $15.00 
 
CaveWorks is the ultimate 3D cave-crawling model set and design tool for your 25mm miniatures. 
Whether it be a complex cave network, massive chambers, dragon’s lair, Dwarven mine or 
ancient tombs, CaveWorks fits the bill! 
  
With its organic, open-ended modular design you can create massive open caverns or cramped, 
claustrophobic cave crawls. CaveWorks takes multi-leveled map design to the next level with an 
all-new riser system, allowing you to create deep and organic board designs. 
  
WorldWorks has included dozens of highly detailed props and ground tiles to enhance your board 
designs. Add to that an expanded core system of free floating walls and tunnel sections and you 
have everything you need to create a cave layout of any shape and size.



 
SiegeWorks $10.00 
 
SiegeWorks is the first in our groundbreaking series of model siege engines.  
Bash fortress, troop and monster alike as you strike with the FULLY FUNCTIONAL medieval 
trebuchet and catapult. These sturdy engines of destruction can launch soft missiles as far as 6 
feet! Follow up the bombardment with the rolling battering rams and multi-story siege tower with 
opening assault door. 
 
We’ve even included easy-to-build nonfunctional versions of the catapults and trebuchet to match 
the skill level of even the novice builder. Other items in the set include the bombard and ballista 
and a unique system of trenches and campaign tents. But there’s so much more! Check it out 
today. 
 
DungeonLinX 2.5D: Lair of the Dragon God $10.00 
 
WorldWorks is proud to present our latest genre-busting concept” 2.5-D. We have long thought 
about delving into the 2-D tile market, but we didn’t want to do so until we could bring something 
unique to the table. DungeonLinX: Lair of the Dragon God is a foundation model set offering the 
best of the 2-D tileset world but with an original 3-D twist. 
 
The tiles contained within Lair of the Dragon God  exceed current industry visual standards in 
almost every way. No rehashed photos, substandard vector graphics or poorly rendered 3-D 
models here. Every scrap of what you see is a hand-crafted, original work of art. WorldWorks 
uses a multitude of tools and techniques to achieve a level of detail and realism not seen in any 
other product. Renowned model designer Denny Unger weaves a landscape of rich and 
enchanting environments sure to pull your gamers into the table like never before. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Shellendrak Manor $20.00 
 
Dust swirls across the ornate floor in billowing clouds as the doors to Shellendrak Manor creak 
open. Grim statues of ancient warriors and empty suits of armour offer impassive greetings. The 
eyes of fading portraits seem to follow you wherever you go and the sound of shuffling seems 
both impossibly distant and eerily close. Wasn't that door closed a minute ago? Weren't there 
three statues along that wall before? Maybe this wasn't such a good idea...  
 
Take your players into the dark reaches of horror and insanity with Shellendrak Manor! This multi-
genre model set fits in many time periods from medieval to modern! Fully compatible with 1", 1.5" 
and gridless game formats, Shellendrak features multiple floor textures, wall textures, hallway 
textures, multipart chimney, marble columns and a massive grand gallery entrance hall!  
 
 
Gothic Realms $15.00 
 
DungeonWorks Gothic Realms features over 56 unique items to help you design and build 
virtually any dungeon layout imaginable!  Utilizing WorldWorks’ innovative “Clip-It” corridors and 
walls you can quickly secure all of your maze and room designs on the fly with ordinary paper 
clips. Drop on the warp proof “Easy Slide” doors anywhere and on any wall. Fill your rooms and 
halls with one of dozens of traps and props.  
 
Just when you thought this model set had it all WorldWorks has included a fully modular sewer 
system which comes in four unique themes; Sewer Yellow, Blood Red, Mystic Green and 
Aqueduct Blue. Complete with sewer outlets, pools and bridges this modular sewer system will 
finally accommodate those modules requiring under city or ancient aqueduct dungeon crawls.  
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Himmelveil Harbormaster $15.00 

WorldWorks is proud to present our first release in the fantasy mega-city of Himmelveil; 
Himmelveil Harbormaster. Himmelveil Harbormaster is a superbly textured and detailed (both 
inside and out) multi-storied building with several optional components. How many stories? That’s 
completely up to you! It sits on an optional 3-inch high stonework pier. This model set is a perfect 
event based location that is equally suited to fantasy, horror and modern gaming scenarios. The 
only real limit here is your imagination. 

This is the home and working space of Cinaed Audoenus, a retired voyager. In younger years he 
explored the far reaches of Arcraetia but in his age he has settled here as Harbormaster to 
Himmelveil. His years spent bending elbow with mariners in waterfront taverns around the world 
has earned him deep respect locally as a knowledgeable seaman. 
 
SeaWorks: Maiden of the High Seas $15.00 

Set sail with one of the most unique models for role-playing ever created!  “The Maiden of the 
High Seas” is set to start the RPG world on fire. Whether your gamers are die-hard 
swashbucklers or you simply need a ship for a crucial plot point, the Maiden will fill a long time 
void in many RPG genres. Best of all, you don’t need to blow hundreds of dollars and or weeks 
on a custom built ship. Build the Maiden in only of days and on a budget that will make you smile. 
 
Gamers and model hobbyists alike will find many unique uses for the Maiden. A proud item to 
display on the gaming table and equally suited for the fireplace mantel ;) But what makes the 
Maiden especially unique is her ability to separate decks “on the fly”, allowing for multiple, 
simultaneous levels of game play!  
 
SeaWorks: Legend of Skull Cove $15.00 
 
SeaWorks: The Legend of Skull Cove is a modular tropical island construction set with over 197 
unique items! At its heart is the innovative and unique system of cliffs, offering a variety of stairs, 
paths and levels.  
 
The cliffs can be used to model natural terrain, many feature built-in steps and platforms at the 
two and six-inch levels. They can be used to outline a bay, make a raging river canyon or 
volcanic crater.  
 
Add to that three small boats, jungle foliage, a bustling set of docks, a sea fort, a native village, 
and more!  You won’t believe how much amazing material is jam-packed into this set. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ShadowCore Prime $15.00 

ShadowCore Prime continues WorldWorks Games long tradition of breaking new ground and 
stepping outside of the box. Now we take you inside an exciting modular organic Alien Starship 
full of horrors and mystery.  
 
Based on our popular 7X7-inch tile format, ShadowCore Prime features over 20 unique wall 
modules that can be combined or used as freestanding units. Glue them down onto the different 
ground tiles to create dynamic interiors of this mysterious environment. This model set is modular 
in the truest sense of the word, with a flexibility that rivals even previous sets from WorldWorks. 
Creative users will find much more than an "Alien" starship in this design as the set lends itself to 
a whole host of bizarre environments that will fit equally into many genres.  
 
  
Platform Command: Operation Nightwatch $15.00 
 
Give tactical combat a whole new dimension with Platform Command: Operation Nightwatch. 
This industrial, sci-fi complex is perfect for anything from sprawling undercities to alien-infested 
factories.  
 
Flexibility is what this incredible model set is all about. PCON fits in both modern urban settings  
and Sci-fi wastelands. A Wargamers’ delight and a RPG’ers playground! Build it high and let the 
battle begin!  A variety of platforms, walkways, and a host of props help to make this set an 
amazing addition to your sci-fi model collection. 
 
 
 
 
SpaceWorks: FirstLight $15.00 
 
SpaceWorks: FirstLight takes your players inside and outside the starship of their dreams! Why 
spend money on 2-D tiles when you can have WorldWorks renowned expertly textured modular 
floor tiles, 3-D walls and props. You’re not limited to one ship design with static prop placement; 
with FirstLight you can create a starship of unlimited size and complexity. 
  
From hulking space junkers, to small renegade cargo ships, space stations, underground bases 
or even an alpha complex, the possibilities are endless. Stellar adventures await the brave and 
the greedy in this fully realized starship construction. 
 
 
 kit. The sky is no longer the limit! 
SpaceWorks: FirstLight Retrofit $10.00 
 
Now add to your original FirstLight build with the kitbasher’s dream, FirstLight: Retrofit.  
WorldWorks has a proud tradition of really listening to its customer base and their suggestions. 
Based on all of your wonderful comments and ideas on the WorldWorks forums, we’ve added a 
whole host of props and extensions to this amazing model set. In many ways, this set is a tribute 
to the imagination and support of the WorldWorks community at large.  
 
If you own FirstLight then you’ll definitely want to expand your spacefaring frontiers with 
FirstLight: Retrofit! FL:Retrofit gives you all of the tools you need to create virtually any layout or 
ship design you can imagine. New rooms, corridors, props and stair sections give you the ability 
to stack another layer onto your ship layouts, giving you the ultimate in 3-D design flexibility. 
  
 



 
Mars Station $15.00 
 
Mars Station is a spectacular new terrain and building set from WorldWorks Games. It's fully 
compatible with all 25-28mm sci-fi games. Explore modular buildings that come with fully detailed 
interiors and props, Make a variety of structures like workrooms, communication rooms, 
laboratories or taverns. There are twenty unique walls with various combinations of window and 
doors. Add extra doors, clear windows, and even a second story, then dress it up with unique 
Street Tech props and take cover behind barricades in the industrial zone. 
 
The action can move from the dusty streets to the rocky canyons of the red planet. Explore the 
mystery of the Martian desert with our revolutionary modular Canyon construction system. Build 
them any height, from 6 inches high to just half an inch. Stack them up and add steps and a 
bridge! This modular Canyon building system is super-easy to build and endlessly customizable. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Mayhem Rail $10.00 
 
The City of Mayhem just got commuter friendly (although that depends on who’s along for the 
ride!) Re-enact your favorite epic superhero and action-star battles at high speed with Mayhem 
Rail. Mayhem Rail offers gamers a unique opportunity to play both inside and out of subway cars, 
and you can build as many train cars as you want for pennies! With fully removable roofing and 
the incredible WWG-caliber detail in every train car, you’ll be astounded by the realism and grit 
shown in these models.  
 
Every detail is represented right down to the “questionable” seating, the sticky handrails, the 
garbage-strewn flooring and those oh-so-entertaining dubious in-car ads. Both clean and graffiti-
splattered versions are represented. 

Streets of Mayhem $12.00 

No more makeshift streets, felt marker grids or poorly rendered tiles for you! WorldWorks brings 
our world-renowned texturing and model design skills into full play with our foundation set for 
modern city gaming, Streets of Mayhem.  
 
Each item included is hand-textured from scratch with an attention to detail like no other product 
out there. Streets come to life with litter, dirt, cracks, oil stains and chipping paint— your players 
won’t believe their eyes! 
  
We not only give you 10 vital, exquisitely detailed road and rail tiles in all three popular formats 
(1”, 1.5” and Gridless), we include the wide variety of 3D props you’ve come to expect from 
WorldWorks. 
 
Mayhem Industrial $10.00 
 
The blast of horns from a big rig greets you as you pull up to the latest addition to the Mayhem 
landscape: Mayhem Industrial! Build that sprawling warehouse complex your players have been 
dreaming of!  
 
Mix 'n' match interiors with exteriors! Fight it out amongst pallets, barrels and iron girders! Stack 
shelves full of mystery-packed crates! Burst into the foreman's office and present him with a 
strongly worded letter about excessive overtime! Or just goof off with the forklift.  
 
What are they going to do, fire you?  
  
 
  



 
Bits of Mayhem $15.00 
 
WorldWorks model creator Matt Lyon does it again with his next incredible installment in the 
Urban Mayhem series. Bits of Mayhem blows the doors off with a massive assortment of props to 
fill your city streets. From cars, buses, trucks and semis to the vending machines, ATMs, 
benches, gas stations and phone booths, this set has it all. 
  
To add even more dimension to your city design, we’ve included a bonus building with a user’s 
kitbash guide to designing new building types. And to further extend the scope of your city 
streets, there are new ground tiles included in this set! Oh, I almost forgot to mention the 
basketball court, chain link fences and fire markers…and the destroyed vehicles…and the 
dumpsters…and the barrels…and…it just goes on and on. 
 
Bits of Mayhem: Downtown Expansion $7.00 
 
Matt Lyon does it again with another incredible expansion to the city of Mayhem. This time we go 
downtown and add another boost to our extremely popular Bits of Mayhem model set. Let the 
combat spill over into the business district of Mayhem with these amazing new "Hollywood Flats" 
style buildings. These models are designed with speed in mind, allowing you to fill a table with 
buildings in no time flat!  
 
Mix and match elements to create incredible new buildings of varying size. Slap on a slew of new 
doors and signs to get those strategic entry points right where you need them! 
  
Note: This set is an expansion pack for Bits of Mayhem, and not intended to stand alone. 
 
Mayhem Armoury $15.00 
 
Mayhem Armoury is the perfect way to start moving your games from the Streets of Mayhem into 
the heart of the city. The gritty, grimy inner-city lifestyle comes to you in cardstock form thanks to 
WorldWorks' renowned, high quality, handcrafted textured artwork. Whether it's a bungalow, 
standing garage, gun shop, or sprawling warehouse of weapons, Mayhem Armoury fits the bill!  
 
With its modular design you can create multiple layouts on multiple floors and swap them easily 
thanks to an all-new stacking system. As has become tradition, WorldWorks has included dozens 
of highly detailed props to enhance your gaming experience. Fully compatible with 1", 1.5" and 
gridless gaming formats, there's something for everyone in here. 
  
So watch your step and come on in, because the Armoury is open for business! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Coins of the Realm $5.00 
 
Coins of the Realm is the latest creation from the WorldWorks module department. This gaming 
tool is a must-have for anyone who wants to add that extra level of immersion to their next game. 
 
Feast your eyes on richly detailed coin sets suitable for play with the WorldWorks Arcraetia 
setting and your custom campaign settings alike. Not only do we provide a welter of unique coin 
designs, but we also include gold bars and an ornate wooden treasure chest to store your loot! 
This incredible treasure chest even comes with a secret removable compartment to hide away 
those extra-special possessions.  
 
Adding to our world of Arcraetia, you'll find the official currencies of the non-human nations of 
Crenn and  Worheim, as well as the coins and trade bars of the Talon Kingdom.  
 



 
Tower of Chaos $5.00 
 
The Tower of Chaos is an innovative, whimsical and fun dice rolling machine from WorldWorks 
Games. Halt forever the tragedies of lost dice, miniatures bowling and knocked over terrain as 
you watch the dice tumble through the mechanism and into the lower tray.  
 
The suspense mounts as this randomizing menace spits out your dice onto the glaring eye of 
chaos! The exterior graphics make a dandy evil temple too!! Easy to build, fun to use and  
inexpensive, add the Power of the Tower to your next game session. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dinas Ffordd 1: The Seeds of War $15.00 
 
At the junction of three kingdoms, the fiercely independent town of Dinas Ffordd must face all 
ways at once. Barbaric Oshalogwan Elves roam the plains and hills. The lowering brows of the 
Worheim Mountains hide the innumerable tunnels of the secretive Dwarves. Crennian Elves, 
onetime servants of the mysterious Qaali, flit through the shadows of ancient woods.  
 
All these races and more walk the streets of Dinas Ffordd in an uneasy truce, come to trade at 
the busy docks, worship at the mighty Teithian Cathedral, or work in the enormous Millrace. The 
“Town of Ways” is keystone to a peace that’s lasted eight centuries. Now cracks are appearing. 
 
What threatens Dinas Ffordd threatens you. Come inside, and fight for what matters. Available 
now as a D&D D20 supplement, and coming soon to the Savage Worlds game system! 
 
Something Below $15.00 
 
“The Silver Mountain Mining Company is looking for bold persons willing to undertake a task of 
dangerous nature in exchange for suitable compensation. Fees negotiable, payable upon 
completion. Inquire at the assayer’s office after the location of the Silver Mountain Mine.“ 
 
Thus reads a simple notice, tacked up in a tavern as so many often are. A mine, likely infested 
with some sort of evil and needing clearing out. It shouldn’t prove too difficult, should it?  
These fateful words are to be the beginning… a story set in motion that would go far beyond 
anything the Kingdoms of Arcraetia could suspect, the first adventure of the Dark Spiral Quintet. 
 
Available now as a D&D D20 supplement, and coming soon to the Savage Worlds game system! 
 
Missing Persons $15.00 
 
Over the past four months, the city of Kiermont has suffered a rash of disappearances. People 
from all walks of life have gone missing. With the threat of outright war on the horizon, an as-yet 
young and untried duke seeks outside assistance to find the source of these troubles. But the 
darkness that dwells at the heart of this plot has done a far graver harm than the duke realizes. 
  
Will you be able to find the source of that darkness? Or will you be consumed in the attempt to 
seek out these missing persons in this, the second adventure of the Dark Spiral Quintet. 
 
Available now as a D&D D20 supplement, and coming soon to the Savage Worlds game system! 
   
 


